
7:50 AM CT Weather Forecast

Sunday, April 28, 2024

Hour by Hour Forecast: Current Weather Alerts:

FORECAST NOTES

Temperatures:
ü Anticipating high temperatures to reach near the 

mid to upper 70s F 

ü Lows tomorrow AM will be quite mild and summer 

like in the low 60s F

Wind/Clouds:
ü Mostly cloudy skies favored for today mainly across the 

early afternoon as rain chances become very isolated

ü Southerly winds 11-16 mph from 2 - 6 PM outside of 

this window they are favored to remain near 5-8 mph 

ü Gusts of 23 - 28 mph with a few isolated gusts reaching 

35 mph possible near 2 -7 PM

All Clear

Today’s Precipitation Chances:

Favoring AM showers to be less numerous as the AM wears on with the best potential for some dry time by 11 AM through 4 PM today with only 

minimal very isolated rain chances. Very isolated chances return near 5 PM and persist as a low-end consideration across the evening hours. An 
overnight cold front will enter near 2 AM -8 AM as the best additional pulse of rain. Rainfall totals for today will be light at an additional 0.1” or less. 

Rain Totals: 

Favoring totals of 0.1” or less for AM wave with low end risk of a couple hundredths of an inch over a very isolated shower in the PM. Cold front rainfall 

totals of 0.3 - 0.6” favored tomorrow AM locally higher to 0.75” possible 

 Dew/Frost: 
Dew formation not favored with cloudy overnight. Surfaces will be wet from overnight cold front
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10-Day Forecast

NEXT 5 DAYS: IMPORTANT FORECAST NOTES:

Rainfall Totals The Next 7 Days

ü MON: Cold front enters near the early AM and exits in the late AM. 
Backside hit/miss storms possible mainly from noon - 4 PM

ü TUE: Tuesday in the AM very low-end chance for isolated drizzle 
(favoring dry conditions) 

ü WED: Another cold front will enter (timing needs nailed down) 

across the early AM hours like Monday. Exits sometime near 
sunrise with isolated rain chances in the PM. Lower confidence on 

how far east this front puts down precipitation as the front itself 
will struggle to move east with time

ü THU: SW flow can open waves of scattered showers and storms. 

Rainfall totals and chances would be at risk of trending 
higher/heavier depending on warm front placement in the AM. 

Scattered showers and storms likely in the late PM 
ü FRI: Favoring potential light rain in the AM with dry conditions for 

the PM. 

Temperatures:
ü Temperatures generally holding near 

steady in the low 70s to upper 60s 

range through WED. 
ü THU temps can trend warmer ahead of 

storm induced warmth 
ü 7 -10-day range can see a small 

cooldown to near seasonable 
temperatures behind a cold front May 

3rd 

Clouds: 
ü MON: Overcast skies in the AM will yield mostly sunny skies 

after 4 PM iso rain chances 

ü TUE: AM to early PM partly cloudy, increasing cloudiness in 

mid afternoon 

ü WED: Cloudier in the AM with partly cloudy PM

ü THU/FRI: More clouds than sun amid the scattered rain 

chances 

Winds: 
ü MON: Winds have trended lighter with 25 - 30 mph gusts 

possible

ü TUE: Winds not much of a concern 

ü WED: Generally lighter winds near 20 - 25 mph. Cold front in 

AM with localized gust to 35 mph possible

ü THU/FRI: A few gusts of 25-35 mph possible mainly across 

THU PM with storms 
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